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SyncSpace 6: Collaborative Canvas for Concept Creation
Published on 05/08/18
The Infinite Kind todays announce a major update to SyncSpace, its drawing and
collaboration app for iOS. SyncSpace 6 provides a basket full of enhancements, making it
the most powerful tool for sharing visual ideas across teams of any size. SyncSpace takes
collaborative drawing an even larger step forward. Think of it as an infinite shared
whiteboard where everyone can express their ideas through sketches, photos, text, web
pages, and maps on the same canvas.
Edinburgh, United Kingdom - The Infinite Kind are excited to announce a major update to
SyncSpace, their drawing and collaboration app for iOS. SyncSpace 6 provides a basket full
of enhancements, making it the most powerful tool for sharing visual ideas across teams of
any size. Think of it as an infinite shared whiteboard where everyone can express their
ideas through sketches, photos, text, web pages, and maps on the same canvas. SyncSpace 6
contains a number of enhancements, including the following highlights:
* Split screen multitasking on iPad
* The canvas can now rotate with the device automatically - You can also use two-fingers
to rotate it any other direction, with snapping to 90 degree angles
* Blazing fast drawing, zooming, and panning
* Stylus support including Adonit Jot, Pogo Connect, Scriba, and a special focus on Apple
Pencil
* Apple TVs and other external displays now use the full screen and highest available
resolution
* Improved palm rest detection
* Performance and reliability improvements to the collaboration service
Using SyncSpace, you'll never again be limited by the size of the canvas or the amount of
space remaining in an existing sketch. You can always zoom in to add detail or zoom out to
add context to a drawing. Use the nearly limitless canvas to create drawings from scratch,
or draw on maps, web pages and photos. You can also include editable text labels and
descriptions to add context to your drawings.
Collaborators need not be on the same local network, and there is no limit to the number
of participants. All you need to do is share a drawing's link (and optional password) and
anyone can follow the link to work on the drawing with you. There is no fussing with
routers or firewalls - it just works. Your friends and colleagues can even view shared
drawings - including live updates - with nothing but a web browser.
SyncSpace drawings can be easily shared to social media or exported as high resolution PNG
or PDF files. Sketches can be shown on a nearby Apple TV or any external display, which is
perfect for use in meetings and classrooms.
Pricing and Availability:
In addition to the major tech improvements, SyncSpace is now free on the App Store.
Non-collaborative use and viewing drawings shared by others is completely free. A modestly
priced subscription is required only if you wish to create or modify shared drawings. A
subscription to the collaboration service is $2.99 USD per month or $24.99 USD per year
(price may vary by country), and includes a 14 day free trial. Anyone who purchased an
earlier version of SyncSpace is grandfathered in to a free unlimited subscription. For
school, business, or other organisational use, please see the link to set up a private
server and bulk license that is customised for your requirements.
The Infinite Kind:
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https://infinitekind.com/
SyncSpace 6.0.4:
https://infinitekind.com/syncspace
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id408672838
SyncSpace Server Setup:
https://infinitekind.com/syncspace-server

Headquartered in in Edinburgh, Scotland, The Infinite Kind has been producing powerful and
human-friendly software since 1997. The Infinite Kind's current products include
Moneydance, a cross platform compatible desktop personal finance program, and SyncSpace,
an infinite shared whiteboard app for iPad, Android and the web. Copyright (C) 1997-2018
The Infinite Kind. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, macOS, and Macintosh are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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